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Celebrities played football for 1 Million

Kassai whistled, Desailly shot, Horti commented
A number of well-known people came onto the football pitch on a special occasion. Musicians,
actors, journalists, sportsmen and UniCredit colleagues tried a fall to each other for the altogether
HUF 1 million to donate four foundations aiming child health.
The apropos of the exclusive football tournament organised by UniCredit was the arrival of the famous UEFA
Champions League silver trophy o Hungary. The Teams of the Hungarian Journalists, the Hungarian Artists
representing musicians and actors, the Sportsmen and the Team of UniCredit participated in the tournament.
Marcel Desailly, World Cup, European Championship and two times Champions League winner contributed
significantly to the great atmosphere. Viktor Kassai, in accordance with his reputation, was fair and impartial
referee of the matches.
World kayak champion as the record goalscorer of the tournament
132 goals have been scored altogether in the matches, where every teams played a three to three tactical
game against all the others. Anyway, the symbolic goalscorer of the game came from a different field of sports,
Péter Molnár the world kayak champion, member of the Sportsmen Team, scored 9, of which 7 came from
one single match.
The HUF 1 million total reward of the tournament has been provided by UniCredit. Each team has chosen a
foundation to donate.
The winner UniCredit Team donated the Smile Foundation (‘Mosoly Alapítvány’) with HUF 400,000, while the
Guardian Foundation (“Őrzők Alapítvány), the Magic Lamp Foundation (“Csodalámpa Alapítvány) and the
Foundation of Hungarian Clowns for the Patients (“Magyar Bohócok a Betegekért Alapítvány”) received HUF
200,000 each from the Teams of the Artists, the Journalists and the Sportsmen for facilitating children’s health.
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